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Figure 5.3. Components of Accessible Blockly 

5.3.1 Blockly Library 

The first component is the Blockly library [23], on top of which accessibility is 

being added.  As stated earlier, Blockly is an open-source library developed by Google for 

creating block-based programming environments. Blockly became popular in 2016 after 

former US president Barack Obama introduced CS for All using the platform to code[120]. 

Blockly is built using JavaScript and runs on the web. This makes it a good candidate for 

use since Accessibility guidelines for Web Applications are well established through the

W3C WAI group [121]. In addition, interactive coding platforms that use Blockly run on 

the web. With Blockly being open-source and widely adopted, anyone is free to add to or

extend the Blockly framework. This also makes it suitable for our case. Another reason 

for using Blockly is that it already supports complex syntax such as functions and 

variables. Therefore, adding accessibility would allow users to have access to these rich 

sets of features by default. In [118], the authors report that TVIs find current accessible 

programming environments to be too basic to use at some point because they only

contain basic coding concepts. 

Figur e 8.1. Overview Approach of Our Study.

user reviews [162, 115]. We build our classificat ion model using corpus reviews and current

classificat ion techniques. We then ut ilized the classificat ion model to predict the types of

new app reviews. The overview of the whole process is depicted in Figure 9.1. The key steps

of our proposed approach are as follows:

St ep (1) - D at a Collect ion: For training, the dataset including the app reviews and their

categories are ident ified through manual inspect ion [95].

St ep (2) - D at a Preprocessing: To improve the reviews of the proposed learning algo-

rithms, data cleansing and pre-processing techniques, i.e., tokenizing, lemmat iz-

ing, stop words removal, and capitalizat ion removal, are ut ilized [23, 19].

St ep (3) - Sent iment A nalysis: To tag theuser reviews, weused two sent iment analyzers

TextBlob [161] and VADER [124].

St ep (4) - Feat ure Engineer ing: To create a structured feature space, TF-IDF and BoW

[286] techniques are used on preprocessed review text.

St ep (5) - M odel Select ion: We used six classificat ion models for performance evalua-

t ion of the proposed predict ion model, i.e., LR, SVC, ETC, GNB, GBM, and

ADA. The algorithms that are most commonly used for text classificat ion were

selected [187, 127]. The performance of the model is validated after training and

evaluat ing the model. We have followed the approach provided by Kowsari et

al. [141] which discusses state-of-the-art techniques and algorithms similar to

[30] since the app reviews are in plain text.
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does not capture words in the user reviews that are not in the accessibility guidelines. In

addit ion, even when the keywords are in a certain user review, it is not a guarantee that the

review concerns accessibility. In past studies [95], researchers found phrases in user reviews

with keywords from the guidelines, which were not necessarily about accessibility. Hence,

researchers should be careful to consider the context of the review so that ident ificat ion will

be e↵ect ive. Such a challenge can be overcome by introducing learning capabilit ies, which

are trained to know the di↵erence between accessibility user reviews and those that are not ,

even if they seem similar. Furthermore, not all accessibility problems uniformly occur, and

therefore, some accessibility violat ions tend to be more frequent than others. This can po-

tent ially be another challenge for any automated solut ion that tries to ident ify them, since

one category will be more popular (better represented by data) than another.

Figur e 9.1. Overview approach of our study.

To address the above-ment ioned challenges, the goal of this paper is to help devel-

opers automatically classify user reviews, into what type of accessibility guidelines they are

referring to (Principles, Audio/ Video, Design, Focus, Forms, Images, Links, Not ificat ions,

Dyn.content, Structure, and Text Equivalent). This will help developers quickly dist inguish

accessibility related problems, and address them on a t imely manner.

To design our solut ion, we rely on supervised learning techniques to e↵ect ively enable
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